UBVA-sekretariatet

Framework agreement for webcasting etc. of education
sessions at universities and other institutions of higher
education, designed as a master agreement to be entered
into between an educational institution and trade union
representatives:
On 30 November 2007, the Committee for the Protection of Scientific
Work (UBVA) decided to recommend this framework agreement.

Den 7. juli 2011
Dok.Nr.
hfa/ka

WHEREAS

And
have as of today entered into the following agreement on the institution's right to record lectures and education sessions for publication on
the Internet, intranet etc.:
1. The institution may record lectures and education sessions and publish the recordings in accordance with the following terms and conditions.
2. Any lecture or education session to be recorded shall be subject to
further agreement between the individual lecturers/speakers and the
educational institution. The agreements should as far as possible be
concluded in due time prior to the lectures/sessions in question.
3. The nature of the recordings shall in each case be subject to further
agreement between the lecturer/speaker and the educational institution.
In this connection the parties shall agree whether to apply audio or video recordings, as well as the form of the video recordings, if any, including whether to include any PowerPoint presentations and similar educational materials in the recording. The parties shall also agree whether or
not to broadcast the recordings simultaneously with the lecture and/or
store them for later publication. Finally, the parties shall agree on how
to publish the recordings in each individual case, including whether it
should be done via the Internet, local intranet or any other means. If
publication takes place via a closed network or on sites with restricted

access, granting access to the recordings to others shall be agreed between the parties.
4. Whenever recordings are stored for later publication, they shall not
be published until they have been presented to and approved by the
lecturer/speaker.
5. The lecturer/speaker may at any time thereafter revoke his or her
consent pursuant to section 4 of this agreement.
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